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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

In this project a self-powered IRIS scanner using camera based on raspberry pi will 

be fitted into the dashboard in front of driver that will be scanning the driver eyes. So 

whenever a driver is drowsy or due to climate environment feeling siesta his/her eyes 

may go shut very frequently and for longer durations. So whenever the eyes are 

closed for more than two seconds or longer the sensor will trigger the action and 

activate the alarm so the alarm makes the driver conscious. We also the different 

sensor’s like heartbeat sensor, temperature to verify the human health for emergency 

situation.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Natural Everyday road accidents are happening all over 

the world according to the statistics (20 – 40) percentage of 

road accidents are happening due to drunk & driving and 

rash driving. If the driver drunk means he/she will be 

unconscious they will not able to control themselves in that 

situation if they drive the car means it can affect them and 

others also. Some of the drivers will be over speed after they 

drunk.  

There are different modules to prevent these road 

accidents, in this system we are using eye blink sensors, 

alcohol detection sensors, and heartbeat -temperature 

sensors. The eye blink sensors are used in the steering wheel 

of the car it will check the eyeball movement of the driver 

while he/she driving the car whether a driver is sleepy or 

not.  

The alcohol detecting sensors are also fixed in the 

steering of the car so that it can detect the driver is 

consuming alcohol or not, if the driver consumes the alcohol 

means car will not start itself if the driver consumes the 

alcohol while driving means it will detect by using alcohol 

detection sensor and it will slow down the car and it will 

also send the SMS to the relatives of the driver and it will 

also send the SMS to the local police. We also check the 

human body temperature, heartbeat values from the sensor.  

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Drowsy driving is a major problem in every country. 

This usually happens when a driver has not slept enough, 

but it can also happen due to untreated sleep disorders, 

medications, drinking alcohol, shift work or long late night 

drives, so mostly accident will happen.  

So we develop the desire system to reduce the above 

problem using the different sensors, to overcome this 

problem. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 

[1] A. Amditis, M. Bimpas, G. Thomaidis,M. Tsogas, M. 

Netto, S.Mammar, A. Beutner, N. Möhler, T.Wirthgen, S. 

Zipser, A. Etemad,M. Da Lio, and R. Cicilloni,“A situation-

adaptive lanekeeping support system: Overview of the 

SAFELANE approach”, The paper[1] addresses the 

development of a system that is able to deal with a large set 

of different traffic situations. The input to the system comes 
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from cameras, which are supplemented by active sensors 

(such as radar and laser scanners) and vehicle dynamic data, 

digital road maps, and precise vehicle-positioning data. 

 

[2] Jaeik Jo, Ho Gi Jung, Kang Ryoung, Jaihie Kim, “Vision 

–based method for detecting driver drowsiness and 

distraction in driver monitoring system”, The paper [2] 

presents a driver-monitoring systems that contains both 

drowsiness detection method and distraction detection 

method. Drowsiness involves a driver closing his eyes 

because of fatigue, and distraction involves a driver not 

paying sufficient attention to the road despite the presence 

of obstacles or people. Here an eye-detection algorithm is 

designed which combines adaptive boosting, adaptive 

template matching, and blob detection with eye validation. 

Also a novel eye state–detection algorithm that combines 

two techniques PCA and LDA is used. 

 

[3] Kohji Murata, Etsunori Fujita, Shigeyuki Kojima, 

Shinitirou Maeda, Yumi Ogura, Tsutomu Kamei, Toshio 

Tsuji., “Noninvasive Biological Sensor System for 

Detection of Drunk Driving “, This paper [3] presents a non-

invasive system to detect individuals driving under the 

influence of alcohol by measuring biological signals. We 

used the frequency time Series analysis to attempt to 

distinguish between normal and intoxicated states of a 

person as the basis of the sensing system. 

 

[4] Paul Viola Michael J. Jones Daniel Snow., “Detecting 

Pedestrians Using Patterns of Motion and Appearance”, 

This [4] paper describes a pedestrian detection system that 

integrates intensity information with motion information. 

The human motion pattern is well known to be readily 

distinguishable from other sorts of motion.  

 

[5] A. Jesudoss, Muthuram .B.O, Lourdson Emmanuel .A, 

“SAFE DRIVING USING IOT SENSOR”, The main 

concept of this paper is to prevent the road accident so to 

prevent the road accident we are using alcohol detection 

sensor, eye blink sensor, over speed control sensor. The 

alcohol sensors are used to detect the driver is drunk or not. 

The eye blink sensors are used to check the driver is sleepy 

or not with the help of the eyeball movement of the driver, if 

the driver is sleepy means it will trigger the alarm to 

conscious the driver. The over speed controller sensors is 

used to check the car is over speed or not and if the car is 

over speed means it will reduce the speed of the car & 

maintain the car speed into normal speed. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 
Fig 1. Block Diagram 

 

Description:  

 

IMAGE PROCESSING MODULE 

This module will aim at processing the acquired video 

images. The processing will target to detect the drivers face 

from the video stream; once the face is detected, the region 

of interest that is the eyes will then be located from the 

facial features. The state of the eye will then be computed 

using the pixel intensity difference and a threshold value. 

 

DROWSINESS DETECTION MODULE 

This module determines the drowsiness levels of the driver 

based on the statistical information obtained the predecessor 

stage. 

 

HEALTH DETECTION MODULE: 

This module determines the health monitoring of the driver 

based on the variable sensor. 

 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 

1. System can be used in any type of vehicles to 

detect drowsiness of driver and to alert them.  

2. This system will help to prevent accidents and it 

will save many lives.  

3. Students can also use this system, while studying.  

4. Various organizations can use this system to keep 

watch on employees.  

 

VI. LIMITATIONS 

 

1. For more accuracy, processer with higher 

processing power is required, which is costly, 

hence cost will be increase as accuracy increases.  
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2. If multiple faces are detected by system, 

undesirable outputs are generated by system due to 

problem in detection of eyes. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

 

About 20% of road accidents occur due to distraction of 

driver and health issues. Among that 30% is due to driver 

fatigue. There are many methods to monitor driver and there 

by alert him/her in case of distraction. This system is 

conducted to study various methods to detect the driver 

fatigue and to select an appropriate method to detect the 

causes of driver's distraction. In order to reduce road 

accidents we use the different sensor and buzzer to avoid the 

causes such as drowsiness, fatigue and heart problem to 

alert the driver.  

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In future scope use the camera for live streaming, if any 

unconscious condition happen then we directly send the 

image of the driver to the server. We also trace the location 

and send notification to the nearest police station and parent. 
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